MISLABELING: CALLING EVIL “GOOD”

T

o kill a baby because our government “allows you to” opens up the door to murder anyone for any
reason. Think about it: if someone lives a life that you disagree with, you could simply just shoot them
and be justiﬁed to do it (based on abortion law). Abortion law has opened up a whole new case law that says
convenience trumps life. If someone inconveniences you, you now have the right to murder them. But does
inconvenience necessitate the murder of that individual? To God, life is so precious. He created life. For someone
to take a person’s life because it was “convenient to do so” is the ultimate rebellion against God. It doesn’t
matter what laws or politicians Pro-Choicers have on their side; they can never make abortion “right” even if it is
“legal”.

T

o degrade a baby to the status of “fetus” or a “blob” makes it easier to murder a baby doesn’t it? It’s
interesting in that what society has done to God (i.e. pretending He doesn’t exist, pushing him back in time
and space), society has also done to the baby in womb (i.e. because I can’t see you, I’ll pretend that you don’t
exist and get rid of you).

T

he degrading of a person is not a new concept, however. In fact, it is a technique that Hitler used. To get
the German people to agree with his holocaust he ﬁrst had to declare Jews as “less
than human”. Once a person is a non-person, it makes it very
effective to get rid of that person. In Mein
Kampf, Hitler wrote: “...the personiﬁcation
of the devil as the symbol of evil assumes
the living shape of the Jew.” Once an
enemy is demonized, it rationalizes all
means to get rid of the demon, doesn’t it?
“Convenience”. “Freedom”. “Strength”.
“Because You Can”. These are the phrases
Pro-Choicers use to justify the taking of a
life. But, you can never declare something
evil as good. You can never put a band-aid
on a stage 4 cancerous tumor and declare
it “healed”. You can never take a bottle of
arsenic and label it as “orange juice”.

I

nterestingly enough, God does have
something to say about mislabeling. He
addresses those people who call good things
evil (life) and evil things good (abortion) in the
Book of Isaiah:
“Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; that
put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter! Woe unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their
own sight... Which justify the wicked for reward, and take away the righteousness of the righteous from him!
Therefore is the anger of the LORD kindled against his people, and he hath stretched forth his hand against them,
and hath smitten them.” (verses 5:20-21,22b,25a)

G

od hates when an evil action is held up as a good action. He hates when good actions are viliﬁed as evil.
Abortion is one of those things that has been held up by government and society as “good” even though it is
clearly an evil act according to God.
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